
Name: ____________________
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Page 
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What is a fathom?  What context 
clues help you figure out what a 
fathom is?

140

In what ways is Stormy like a
real baby?
How is the baby unusual?

140

From what you have learned so far, 
why is Alfred Bulltop Stormalong a 
good name for the baby?

140

How does the illustration support or 
add to the text?

141

Why does Stormy feel like an 
outcast?

142

What is Stormy’s quest?
What does he say that gives you 
a clue to where he will feel 
comfortable?

142

What do you think the expression 
blow me down means? Why?

143
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Why does the author use words 
and phrases such as aye and
month O’ Sundays in the dialogue 
between the sailors and Stormy?
What does a month O’ Sundays
mean?

145

What caused the sailors aboard 
The Lady of the Sea to change 
their view of Stormy?

145

Has Stormy succeeded in his 
quest to find somewhere where 
he feels comfortable?
What is the text evidence?

145

Why does Stormy feel that the 
sea betrayed him?

146

Why does Stormy say that he’s 
not going to stop walking until 
someone asks him what the 
thing on his shoulder is?

147

How might you summarize 
Stormy’s problem in this story?

147

Why does Stormy move so many 
times?

148
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How do the sailors feel about 
Stormy’s return?
What is the text evidence?

148

What does Stormy learn on his 
return to Boston?

148

What causes salt water to course 
through Stormy’s veins again?

148

What does the story of soaping 
the ship explain?
How does this story remind you 
of other traditional tales you 
have read?

151

Has Stormy been successful in 
finding a home for himself?  If 
so, why is he still sad?

151

What do the funeral and the song 
sailors sing tell you about 
Stormy?
What details support your 
conclusion?

153

Did your predictions about what 
Stormy would do in his life turn 
out to be true?

153

Many traditional stories follow a 
pattern of events as the main 
character searches for 
something.  Is ”Stormalong” one 
of these traditional tales? Why?

153


